THE LONG AWAITED LOYALIST BACKLASH
STARTS ON THURSDAY

A special meeting of the Loyalist Association of Workers was held under the Chairman Mr. W.R. Hull to consider the taking of action against the outrageous bombings and murders during the past number of days, and especially the week end slaughter of innocent citizens at the Abercorn Restaurant, which was absolutely appalling.

It was decided to call (and indeed it is our duty after long consideration) all members including the law abiding, fellow citizens and Businessmen to hold a "Constitutional Stoppage of Industry" throughout the Province in protest at the loss of Security and Civil Liberty - thus avoiding further loss of life and property.

To demand the immediate restoration of our Constitutional Security back to our Government at Stormont, R.U.C. and Ulster Special Constabulary to the ending of all such attacks, by whatever means deemed necessary, without enquiries.

To the re-establishing of our freedom and Civil Liberty, to enable every Man, Woman and Child to walk the highways of our Province without fear.

To end the reports - "No one was shot and no arrests were made" after all such attacks in any part of our Province.

To stop any possible change contemplated to our Constitution.

This is not only our call as Loyalists, but our duty to resist - for who knows - YOU could be the next victim, and being sorry afterwards serves no useful purpose.

UNITED WE STAND - DIVIDED WE FALL.
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